Business Highlights

January to June
Hutchison Telecommunications Hong
Kong Holdings Limited (“HTHKH”)
launches a strategic partnership with
Vodafone in Hong Kong as part of a
wider agreement with the Conexus
Mobile Alliance.
HTHKH acquires a block of 30MHz
spectrum in the auction of radio
spectrum in the 2.3GHz band held by
the Office of the Telecommunications
Authority in Hong Kong.

July to December
3 Austria announces the acquisition of
Orange Austria, combining the third and
fourth players in the Austrian mobile
telephony market. The acquisition is
completed in January 2013.
HTHKH launches 4G (LTE) service in
Hong Kong in May, offering data speeds
up to 100Mbps and currently covers more
than 90 per cent of all major areas in
the territory.
3 Sweden launches 4G (LTE) service in April.

Hutchison Port Holdings (“HPH”) unveils
StellarTrak platform – an enhanced
web-based, on-demand cargo security
that provides its customers with next
generation cargo security, monitoring
and asset tracking services.
Port of Felixstowe holds a groundbreaking ceremony to mark the
commencement of the new North Rail
Terminal project.
Hutchison Global Communications
Limited and Amsterdam Internet
Exchange (“AMS-IX”) announce the
launch of AMS-IX Hong Kong service
to boost regional Internet traffic and
develop Hong Kong into a major
Internet exchange hub in the region.
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Hutchison Telecommunications Lanka
launches 3G service in April.
Husky Energy unveils its carbon dioxide
capture and liquefaction project in
Lloydminster, allowing more oil to
be recovered in existing fields while
reducing emissions at its ethanol plant.
Husky Energy continues to advance
the transformation of its Heavy Oil
and Western Canada foundation with
a growing focus on heavy oil thermal
projects and resource plays.
Construction progresses on a 20,000
barrels per day kerosene hydrotreater
at Husky Energy’s Lima Refinery to
increase jet fuel production and enhance
product flexibility.

PARKnSHOP launches SU-PA-DE-PA, the
newest retailing concept store in Hong
Kong, combining both a state-of-theart supermarket with the variety of a
department store to bring a true one-stop
shopping experience to customers.
3 Ireland and Vodafone Ireland create a
50/50 joint venture company to share
physical network and site infrastructure at
over 2,000 locations across the country.
3 UK acquires two lots of 15MHz of
1800MHz spectrum from Everything
Everywhere.
CKI and Power Assets expand into
renewable energy power transmission in
Australia. The high voltage network, to be
completed in late 2013, will link the
Mt Mercer Wind Farm to Victoria’s
power grid.
HPH celebrates the grand opening of its
deep-water container terminal-Barcelona
Europe South Terminal, the first semiautomated terminal in HPH’s network.
Two new thermal heavy oil projects of
Husky Energy at Pikes Peak South and
Paradise Hill in Saskatchewan come online
and quickly surpass their production design rates.

The SeaRose Floating Production Storage
and Offloading vessel completes a
successful offstation more than three
weeks ahead of schedule, allowing
production in the Atlantic Region to
resume earlier than planned.
Husky Energy prepares for its 2013 winter
programme at the Slater River shale oil
project in the Northwest Territories, which
includes an all-season road and further
evaluation of two vertical wells.
ICI PARIS XL opens its first-ever retail store
in Oberhausen, Germany to strengthen
its footprint in the European luxury
perfumeries and cosmetics market.
A consortium led by CKI completes the
acquisition of Wales & West Utilities, one of
the eight major gas distribution networks
in the United Kingdom.
Hutchison Water announces the acquisition
of Kinrot Ventures, a worldwide leading
seed investor in water and Cleantech
technologies.

The world’s largest container vessel capable
of carrying up to 16,020 TEUs, CMA CGM
Marco Polo, makes its maiden call in Hong
Kong at Hongkong International Terminals,
showcasing the terminal’s world-class
efficiency and its industry leader’s status.
The vessel berths at the Group’s port in
Yantian after departing Hong Kong.
3 Italia and 3 Denmark launch 4G (LTE)
service in November.
Chi-Med and Nestlé Health Science
announce an agreement to form Nutrition
Science Partners Limited, a 50/50 joint
venture, to research, develop, manufacture
and market worldwide novel medicines
and nutritional products derived from
botanical plant origins.
3 Ireland wins four blocks of 1800MHz
in the multi-band spectrum auction that
improve its high speed network coverage
nationwide and enable speeds of up to
180Mbps.

Watsons China launches its mCommerce
service in December.
Kruidvat Benelux celebrates the opening of
its 1,000th store.
Husky Energy’s Liwan Gas Project in the
Asia Pacific Region is officially approved,
with first gas anticipated in late 2013 or
early 2014.
Husky Energy sanctions a 10,000 barrel per
day heavy oil thermal project at Rush Lake,
which is expected to begin production
in 2015.
Husky Energy discovers four new gas
discoveries offshore Indonesia.
Hutchison Whampoa Properties completes
the disposal of its attributable interest in
the Marina Bay Financial Centre Tower 3
in Singapore.
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